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Introduction
This is the second of two courses which conduct a more in-depth study of the Book
of Mormon. It was originally numbered 400 and since it is only available to us in
PDF form stills bears those enumerations. It is, however, Book of Mormon
Course 5
The objectives of this course are:
1 – To read the Book of Mormon from Alma 20 through Moroni 10.
2 – To learn some interesting facts and concepts concerning the book.
3 – To learn the vocabulary of the book to better understand its messages.
4 – To garner at least one theme from each chapter read, that teaches us
truth and principle.
5 – To memorize selected verses.
6 – To keep a journal of our learnings.
Format:
1 - This is a pdf & Spirit-directed course. The PDF introduces the lesson, but it is
up to the student to seek insight from the Holy Ghost to understand what is
important for him to understand and learn at this point in his life.
2 - It is 180 lessons with four regular lessons per unit and a review lesson.
3 - It also has special lessons included for Christmas and Easter. These lessons
may not come at Christmas or Easter time in your local. If that is the case,
move to these lessons to a week before your holiday or holiday break and
use them then.
Materials:
1 – A mark-able copy of the Book of Mormon.
2 – Red Scripture marker.
3 – Cards, etc. for use in the Brain Box Learning System for Scripture Masteries
and facts.
4 – Journal for likenings, insights, and inspirations.
5 – 1” view-binder in which to keep the lessons.
6 – Access to computer or other device for lesson reception.
7 – Downloads 5A – This page. Each unit 1 through 36.
Procedure:
1 – Have your opening prayer and read over the day's lesson.
2 – Do any review or vocabulary work first.
3 – Do the required exercises.
4 – Ponder what you have read and pray for insight from the Holy Ghost.
5 – Write your journal entry, plan your act of service, and end with prayer.

